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SECTION A REFERENCE AND ADMINISTRATION DETAILS
Charity name:
Other names Charity is known by:
Charity number:
Principal address of Charity:
Website:

Performance Plus Sport UK
PPS, Performance Plus
1182524
2 Audley Close, London, SW11 5RG
www.performanceplussport.co.uk

Trustees:

John Feaver (Chairman)
Karl Altenburg (The Altenburg Foundation)
Lars Clausen

Senior staff:

James Feaver (Director, hired as ‘provider of services’)

Bank:

Lloyds Bank

Independent Examiners:

Old Mill Accountants
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SECTION B STRUCTURE, GOVERNANCE AND MANAGEMENT
Type of government document:
How the Charity is constituted:
Trustee selection methods:

Constitution
Charitable incorporated organisation (CIO)
Only voting members are its trustees

The running of the Charity is described with two internal documents:
• ‘Leadership and Management Structure’
This shows the roles involved to run the Charity as well as the 9 functions to enable full and complete
management – these are broken down into specific jobs.
• ‘Management Annual Plan’
This breaks the year down from September to August into 3 thirds, 6 periods and the jobs that need to be
completed by way of routine.
The three PPS Trustees remain unchanged since PPS started. They all have a genuine understanding of the need, a
strong belief in the work we do and a passion for the sportspeople we support.
The Trustees have overall responsibility, set the long-term direction of the Charity and meet twice a year in August
and January.
The non-Trustee Director is hired for the ‘provision of services’ and has responsibility for the day-to-day running of
the Charity, leading on all functions. The appointee sets the medium-term goals and strategy and collaborates with
the Board of Trustees and Advisory Group to drive the direction of the Charity.
In 19-20 the Director spent 1006 hours on PPS at an average of 20 hours per week.
In 18-19 the Director spent 910.50 hours on PPS at an average of 17.5 hours per week.
The Advisory Group meet three times a year to influence the 4-month goals and strategy and provide proactive and
reactive advice to the Trustee Chairman and Director.
To implement the ‘Structure of Programmes and Support’ we have a network of delivery partners, partnering
organisations, coaches and mentors.
We have a ‘Monitoring and Measuring Model’ to guide the outcomes of our work and an ‘Impact & Engagement
score’ is given to all our programmes.
The Governance of the Charity and implementation of the Structure of Programmes and Support has a profound
impact on the lives of young people and helps them to get the best out of themselves through sport.
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SECTION C OBJECTIVES AND ACTIVITIES
1. The public benefit by the advancement of amateur sport by:
- Creating opportunities for young people to take up and participate in sports which promote health in areas
where such access may not be available or affordable to them.
- Enabling young sportspeople who are socially or economically disadvantaged to achieve their goals in sports
which promote health.
2. To act as a resource for young people up to the age of 25 by providing advice, assistance and mentoring and
organising programmes of physical, educational and other activities as a means of:
a) Advancing in life and helping young people by developing their skills, capacities and capabilities to enable
them to participate in society as independent, mature and responsible individuals. xx
b) Advancing education.
c) Reducing unemployment.
PPS aims to get the best out of young people through sport. We are committed to supporting young sportspeople
who have the right attitude, creating opportunities for those who would not have had the chance otherwise.
Sport can create so many opportunities and can add so much value to the lives of young people. Unfortunately, not
everybody who deserves it has the chance. PPS breaks down barriers to participation and progression to help more
young people get the best out of themselves through sport.
In the year 19-20 we worked with a network of 15 delivery partners and 8 partnering organisations, who do amazing
work in engaging young people through sport. PPS works with these partners to create sustainable and regular
opportunities and to offer further support to those most in need and deserving. With our delivery programmes to
groups we reached 233 young people, and alongside referrals from our partnering organisations, we found and
supported 30 of the most deserving individuals. Mentorship plays a valuable part in guiding the young sportspeople
within the programmes we deliver and to the individuals we support.
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SECTION D ACHIEVEMENTS AND PERFORMANCE
September 2019 – August 2020 programmes
To read out ‘Impact Report 19-20’ please see ‘section H’ or visit out website to see further case studies:
www.performanceplussport.co.uk/impact/
Summary of Programmes:
• We delivered 11 programmes to groups
• Reaching 233 young people
• An average of 21 participants per programme, with an average age of 16 and a male:female split of 7:3
• The programmes were delivered to the lowest 28% most deprived areas in England, ensuring we find the most in
need young people
•
•
•
•

We support 30 individuals with ‘Individual Support Programmes’
The average age was 18 and the male:female split was 7:3
70% of the individuals we supported were from BAME background
29% of the individuals came through our delivery programmes and 71% were referred from partnering
organisations

•
•

We provided 28 mentor meetings for the individuals we supported
And delivered 3 mentorship workshops for our delivery programmes

Across all programmes we used 20 coaches and 8 mentors.
Alongside our core activities, and in response to the Covid-19 pandemic, we ran a ‘Covid-19 Emergency Hardship
Fund’ supporting a group of 20 self-employed coaches/mentors, young athletes, and young people building a career.
The support provided a weekly transfer of funds to help with food and essentials, alongside a series of digital
mentorship workshops. We ran the programme for an initial 6-week period and extended it for an additional 2
weeks for the most in need.
Due to the range within our structure of programmes and support – we work across different sports and target areas
(community progression, sport advancement, career path) – it means we have a range of social impacts:
• Sporting environments that are safe & inspiring
• Minimised risk of crime and negative temptations
• More access to training and competition
• Increased activity in disadvantaged areas
• A fairer playing field for young sportspeople who want to advance their career
• Increased educational opportunities and training
• Create more work experience and enhance employability
• Less financial pressure involved in sport
• Improved mental health and wellbeing in the sportspeople we support
Performance Plus Sport UK
www.performanceplussport.co.uk
Charity number: 1182524
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September 2018 – August 2019 programmes
To read our ‘Impact Report 18-19’ and see case studies please visit our website:
www.performanceplussport.co.uk/impact/
Programme highlights below:
Delivery programme: WWSF-PPS Community Progression Programme
We partnered with Westway Sport and Fitness Centre (Shepherds Bush, West London) to deliver a ‘Community
Progression Programme’. The area has a lot of wealth but also has pockets of disadvantage, with a lot of young
people desperate to get involved in sport and thrive.
Westway already do effective outreach work to local schools and they introduce a lot of kids to tennis. But there is a
gap bringing these kids into the tennis centre – access is denied due to the cost of playing tennis.
PPS works with Westway to deliver a programme where identified individuals through their outreach work get the
opportunity to play regular tennis in an established tennis centre. This is an opportunity they wouldn’t have had
otherwise because the parents simply can’t afford the fees. It gives the chance for these young people to get the
best out of themselves through tennis.
This programme was for 5 players over the 31 week year, creating 155 opportunities over the programme
• All players on the programme now have the confidence and competence to compete in internal tournaments at
Westway Tennis Centre
• One of the participants is competing in outside tournaments and team tennis
• Two of the players were put forward for summer tennis camps
• The same two players were recommended by the coach for further individual support in September 2019
This programme is an example of what PPS does – working with partners to find gaps and deliver programmes to
groups of young sportspeople and offering further individual support for the most deserving.
Individual Support Programme: Career Path Support Programme
St Matthews Project is a football programme, named after an infamous estate in Brixton. PPS reached out to the
founder on the back of an article in a newspaper reporting the murder of one of its footballers. He was a young boy
who was a member of the football programme but got caught up in the wrong crowd.
It was agreed that PPS could offer individual support programmes to young adults coming through the St Matthews
Project who wanted to move forward with their careers but lacked the funds and guidance.
PPS offered a ‘Career Path Support Programme’ to a young 16-year-old boy in January 2019. He had failed GCSEs the
previous summer and had dropped out of college. Some reasons for this were within his control and some reasons
were out of his control, but either way he was in a difficult position wanting to get his career back on track but with
limited opportunity.
The individual support programme was able to offer him a formal mentorship programme where he would meet
with a PPS mentor to talk, set goals, discuss how to overcome barriers and issues and find a way to work his way
through.
As well as the mentorship he received funding to pay for his coaching experience on the job, which improved his selfworth, by coaching and earning, and helping young kids. The funding also paid for private tuition and exam entry –
both of which his family wouldn’t have been able to afford with him out of mainstream education.
Performance Plus Sport UK
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With a pass in his English GCSE he has been accepted into a college for September 2019 to continue his career as a
trainee plumber, whilst he continues to play academy football and coach with St Matthews Project.
Mentorship highlight
PPS has a culture of mentorship and a chain of support exists where PPS personnel support and mentor each other
from the trustees to the sportspeople we support. Mentors can come in various shapes and backgrounds. Our
trustees are highly successful and add undoubted value. On the other side of the spectrum it is clear that people
who have had extreme struggle can add as much value with their experience and lessons learned.
PPS partnered with Centrepoint (a young homeless charity) to offer paid mentorship workshops to young people
who have experienced homelessness and hardship but are on the right path and want to use sport to better their
lives.
The mentorship was so well received and beneficial for the mentor that we offered him an individual support
programme where he will receive mentorship himself (because we all need a mentor), and funding for coaching
qualifications and paid coaching work. This example highlights the benefit of mentorship for the mentees as well as
the mentors – PPS are killing two birds with one stone.
General PPS summary (to cover both sections)
•
•
•
•

•

•

•

The social impact of our 19-20 programmes was highlighted more than in the 18-19 period
And more information was collected on each programme, which meant greater analysis and demographic
breakdown (see Section H: Impact Report 2019-20)
However, we did attempt to spread the programmes too wide and 11/41 27% of programmes had ‘no’ or
‘minimal’ impact
Mentorship took a step up from the 18-19 period, but there is still improvement to make.
There was only 20% provision of mentorship for delivery programmes and individual support programmes
(based on the aim of providing 6 mentor meetings for each supported individual and 3 mentorship workshops
for each delivery programme).
When mentorship was provided, the impact of the programme went up by 1.33 (27%) to 4.3 / 5
Structure, governance and management is firmly set in stone now and settled for the 20-21 period:
Leadership and management structure, management annual plan.
Core ID, structure of programmes and support, monitoring and measuring model are all set.
Financial - payment and receipts tracker, budget tracking, funding policies, IE, fundraising methods.
Compliance & Policies were reviewed and improved:
Criteria and expectations, Relationship policy, Funding policies, Safeguarding policy, reporting templates,
agreement templates.
Plus the routine Insurance policies (professional indemnity and public liability) and GDPR Policy
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SECTION E FINANCIAL REVIEW
Policy on reserves
All surplus funds raised throughout the period will be retained with the Charity and used in full to grow and expand
our programme delivery over future periods.
For the year-end 31/08/2020 we had a balance of: £26,005.95.
Based on the 19-20 expenditure this equates to 34% and 4.1 months of running costs (both front-line programmes
and back-office costs).
The year-end balance of £26,005 (up from £15,544 at 31/08/2019) was as a result of the Covid-19 lockdown and
programmes being paused for a period of time with PPS not paying out on non-activity.
Further financial review details
* Figures from 01/09/2019 to 31/08/2020
69% of PPS funding comes from two individual donors. They have backed a 3-year budget (of which this period is the
end of year-2).
It is our goal to raise additional funds for two reasons:
1. To protect the charity by not relying on only two sources of income
2. To grow PPS further and impact more young people through sport
Of the other 31% of income:
3% came from medium size donors (£500-£5k)
2% came from small sized donors (£0-£500)
11% came from Gift Aid
13% came from corporate partners (“corporate social responsibility”)
1% came from trusts/foundations
1% from additional fundraising events
7% of our total income was restricted for specific activities/programmes.
The other 93% are non-restricted and cover front-line programmes and back-office costs.
Financial goals for the next period
1. Secure the base amount of funding required for our year-3 budget: £105,000
2. Raise additional funds to grow PPS further in the next period and future periods
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In addition:
• Increase our sources of funding – targeting more medium to large size donors and be more successful in
trust/foundation applications.
In 2019-20 we only had 3 medium sized donors, and were unsuccessful in 7/9 grant funding applications
• In doing so, we will widen the gap between front-line programmes (this period 52%) and back-office costs (48%)
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SECTION F GOALS FOR NEXT PERIOD, PLANS FOR FUTURE PERIODS
Headline goals for next period:
• Continue to build more socially impactful programmes.
Increase ‘impact & engagement’ score from an average of 3.26 / 5 (2019-20)
• Implement the ‘Mentorship Provision Strategy’ from September-2020
Increase mentorship provision from 20% (2019-20)
• Create and execute a marketing strategy for PPS to increase awareness of our work and impact
Plans for future periods:
As we move into year-3 of the initial 3-year strategy, the Trustees will meet in January 2021 to plan the long-term
future.
We will assess the success and failings, range of the structure of programmes and support and areas to focus on for
the future.
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SECTION G TRUSTEE DECLARATION
The Trustees have referred to the guidance contained in the Charity Commissions general guidance to public
benefit when reviewing the aims and objectives of the charity and in planning its’ future activities. In particular,
the Trustees consider how planned activities will contribute to the aims and objectives that have been set. The
Trustees are satisfied that PPS ensures the work is for the public benefit.

TRUSTEE
John Feaver

SIGNATURE

DATE

john feaver

Nov6,2020

Karl Georg Altenburg

November 8, 2020

john feaver (Nov 6, 2020 10:46 GMT)

Karl Altenburg
(The Altenburg Foundation)

Karl Georg Altenburg (Nov 8, 2020 23:43 GMT)

Lars Clausen

November 8, 2020
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SECTION H IMPACT REPORT 2019-20
Year-2: September-2019 until August-2020

FACTS & FIGURES
DELIVERY PROGRAMMES TO GROUPS (DP)
Number of delivery programmes to groups:
Total spend:
Total spend pro rata (Covid-19):
Average spend / delivery programme:
Actual spend:
Pro rata spend (Covid-19)

11
£15,663
£20,339
£1,370
£1,849

Number of participants reached:
Cost per participant:
Average no of participants / programme

233
£88
21

Average age:
Ratio of gender split (male:female):

16
7:3

Average Indices of Deprivation (IMD) score:
Lowest x% of most deprived areas in Eng:

90/317
28%

Ratio of sports:
Tennis:
Multi-sport/general-fitness:
Boxing:
Football:
Basketball:

25%
25%
17%
17%
17%

INDIVIDUAL SUPPORT PROGRAMME (ISP)
Number of ISP:
Total spend:
Total spend pro rata (Covid-19):
Average spend / ISP:
Actual spend:
Pro rata spend (Covid-19):

30
£18,290
£30,930
£864
£1,032

Average age:
Ratio of gender split (male:female):

18
7:3

Breakdown of participant ethnicity:
White
Mixed/multiple ethnic groups:
Asian/Asian British
Black/African/Caribbean/Black-British:
Other ethnic groups:
(BAME):

30%
5%
10%
50%
5%
(70%)

Breakdown of where participants live:
London (various)
Outer London:
Birmingham:

80%
10%
10%
50%
20%
15%
10%
5%

Breakdown of target areas with
average I&E score:
Community Progression
Sport Advancement
Career Path

7 – 3.4
3-4
1–3

Ratio of sports:
Tennis
Football
Boxing
Basketball
Athletics

Funded items:
Coach costs:
Facility fees:
Subsidised/funded memberships

51%
21%
27%

Breakdown of target areas with av I&E score:
Community Progression
Sport Advancement
Career Path

15 –2.6
9 – 3.5
6–3

Funded items:
Courses/qualifications:
Training fees:
Ind coaching costs:
Paid work experience:
Travel/comp/living exp:
Essential equipment:
Spec perf services:
Miscellaneous:

10%
24%
8%
13%
35%
3%
5%
1%

MENTORSHIP
Total spend:
No of mentor meetings:
No of mentor
workshops:
ADDITIONAL PROJECTS
& ACTIVITIES
Number of additional
projects & activities:
Total spend:
PARTNERS
Number of delivery
partners:
Number of partnering
organisations:
COACHES/MENTORS
Number of coaches:
Number of mentors:
ISP - DP
Ratio of DP:ISP
Programmes:
Participants:
Spend:
X% of ISP:
From delivery
programmes:
From partnering
organisations:
2019-20 GROWTH
DP:
ISP:
Mentorship provision:
Payments:
Receipts:
Average:

£931
28
3

5
£5,210

15
8
20
8 (4 paid,
4 vol)

11:30
233:30
46%:54%
29%
71%
5%
18%
11%
15%
29%
16%

Average Impact & Engagement score: 3.55 / 5
Average Impact & Engagement score: 2.97 / 5
Average total Impact & Engagement score: 3.26 / 5
GOALS & OUTCOMES (OUR SOCIAL IMPACT)
Sporting environments that are safe and inspiring
Minimised risk of crime and negative temptation
More access to training and competition
Increased activity in disadvantaged areas
A fairer playing field for young sportspeople who want to advance their career
Increased educational opportunities and training
Create more work experience and enhance employability
Less financial pressure involved in sport (by contributing funding to all our programmes)
Improved mental health and wellbeing in all the sportspeople we support (through mentorship)
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ANALYSIS – WHAT THE NUMBERS MEAN
Our model is to work with delivery partners in the most deprived areas and deliver programmes to groups, creating
sustainable and regular opportunities for young sportspeople to participate and progress. Through these delivery
programmes we will then offer essential support to the most deserving and in-need individuals, rewarding the ones
who attend regularly, commit themselves consistently and show the right performance mindset. We will also act on
referrals from trusted partnering organisations to offer Individual Support Programmes directly to the most
appropriate people.
This year (September-19 to August-20) we ran 11 delivery programmes, reaching 233 young sportspeople. The average
age of the participants was 16 and the male:female split was 7:3. Whilst the gender split is tilted towards males, it is
more than likely a reflection on male vs female participations in the UK at this time. The items we fund for these
delivery programmes are mainly coach costs and any facility fees – which takes the cost away from the participant and
allows them free-of-charge opportunities, and subsidised/fully-funded memberships – which creates a more level
playing field for those who can afford it and those who cannot. Of these 11 delivery programmes the average ‘Impact
& Engagement’ score (out of 5) was 3.55 – this is between ‘average’ and ‘high’. This means that funds were used
effectively, delivered to the young people who need it most, and mentorship played ‘some’ or an ‘active’ part in the
programmes.
The key to reaching the right young people is by delivering programmes in the right areas. For this we use a
measurement called the ‘Indices of Deprivation’. This uses seven factors to score 32,844 local areas and 317 local
authorities from the most deprived (lowest score) to the least deprived (highest score). All our delivery programmes
were delivered in the 28% most deprived local authorities in England. The most deprived area we delivered a
programme in was Barking & Dagenham which is the 5th most deprived area in England – by delivering a programme
here we are ensuring we reach the young people who need support the most. There are many barriers to participation,
progress and performance and we are breaking them down to allow more young people to get the best out of
themselves through sport. Even if we deliver programmes in local authorities that aren’t as deprived, the exact local
area of our programme will be deprived – a typical rich area cornered by a poor area. For example, we deliver a
programme in Kensington & Chelsea local authority which is 122/317 (40%) but the exact local area of our programme
is in the lowest 12% of the country, neighbouring the Grenfell Tower.
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Setting up programmes in deprived areas is one step but working with
able delivery partners is the second most important part. They are the
ones who introduce the young people to sport and create safe and
inspiring environments. They are the ones who know the young people
the most and get them off the streets. PPS enable more activity, more
opportunities and create a pathway for them to get the best out of
themselves.
We offered 30 Individual Support Programmes in 19-20. The goal is that these are the most deserving individuals who
require essential and further support to get the best out of themselves – both financial support (funding items of need)
and non-financial support (mentorship). The average ‘Impact & Engagement’ score for ISP was lower than delivery
programmes at 2.97 out of 5. This was because there were too many individuals (and their parents) who didn’t engage,
didn’t claim the funds available and the mentorship provision wasn’t in place either due to PPS shortcomings or the
location of the individual being too far away. Without the nine individuals who didn’t engage, the impact for the rest
was ‘high’ or ‘maximal’. The programmes often give the young sportspeople the “leg-up” they need to exceed their
potential and we create opportunities that they never thought they could get.
The average age of the young people receiving ISP’s was twoyears older than those in the delivery programmes at 18 and the
split of male:female was the same at 7:3. We recorded ethnicity
for the people we supported individually. For this data we used
the Government’s five broad groups. 30% of the people we
supported individually were ‘White’ and the highest at 50% were
‘Black / African / Caribbean / Black-British’. All in all, 70% of the
people we support individually are of BAME background.
Due to Covid-19, some of our programmes were paused,
meaning we saved funds in some areas. For this reason, we have
recorded ‘actual spend’ and ‘pro rata’ spend (of what we would
have spent without the pause) – see facts and figures. The
delivery programmes to groups reach many more people
(233:30) but we spent 6% more on individual support – because
it is much more focused. The average spend per delivery
programme was £1,849 (pro rata) which is fair and a good
reflection on reaching 21 participants across a year. The average
cost per ISP was £1,032 (pro rata) which is a lower than realistic
because not all the individuals used their full allocation of funds.
Mentorship has always been a part of what PPS offers. The provision is undoubtedly valuable for the sportspeople we
support. It is the difference between providing support rather than direct funding and it is the tool we use to get the
best out of the sportspeople we support.
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We aim to provide a form of mentorship for each programme we deliver and each individual we support. Throughout
the year we delivered 3 mentorship workshops and facilitated 28 mentor meetings. If we were to aim to provide 3
mentorship workshops per delivery programme and 6 mentor meetings per supported individual then we only hit a
20% provision rate, which is low. When we do provide even 3 mentor meetings across the year, then the Impact &
Engagement score goes up by 1.33 to 4.3 out of 5.
From September-2020 we aim to roll out a ‘Mentorship Provision Strategy’ and have already raised some funds which
are restricted towards mentorship provision.
Because of Covid-19 and the fact we would be saving some funds on certain programmes, we re-directed some of this
funding to a ‘Covid-19 Emergency Hardship Fund’ where we supported a group of self-employed coaches/mentors,
young athletes, young people building a career during the Covid-19 crisis. We supported a group of 20 people with a
weekly transfer of funds to help with food and essentials, alongside a series of digital mentorship workshops. We run
the programme for an initial 6-week period, extended for an additional 2 weeks for some and had to re-start the Fund
for a few people because they were in such difficult circumstances. We spent £3,758 on the Hardship Fund and it was
great to play a part in the community response to Covid-19. Read our ‘wider social impact article’ here:
https://www.performanceplussport.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/05/20-05-12-THE-COMMUNITY-RESPONSE-TOCOVID-19.pdf
Our goals & outcomes (which is our social impact) helps us to achieve our vision of ‘finding the most deserving people
and developing the most impactful programmes to make a difference through sport and eventually influence a more
socially mobile society’. Because of our wide-ranging programmes – we have three target areas, we work in different
sports and a range of ages – it means we have multiple outcomes.
Within all our programmes and for all the sportspeople we reach we ensure two outcomes:
1. Less financial pressure involved in sport – by funding appropriate areas and taking away the cost to participants
2. Improved mental health and wellbeing in all the sportspeople we support – through mentorship.
Following these, the highest outcome for delivery programmes was increased activity in disadvantaged areas – this is
achieved by going into areas of deprivation and accessing the young people who need support the most. Our next
highest outcomes are more access to training and competition and sporting environments that are safe and inspiring.
For ISP’s we are finding the most deserving individuals and creating more access to training and competition which
creates a fairer playing field for young sportspeople who want to advance their careers. Another high outcome for
ISP’s is minimised risk of crime and negative temptations – giving a positive route to those who have been involved in
a negative lifestyle before or those who could easily slip into one.

Impact is often best described through stories!
Please visit our ‘Wider Social Impact articles’ where we
highlight case studies of the people we support and provide
insight into the areas we work in:
https://www.performanceplussport.co.uk/impact/
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PROGRAMME HIGHLIGHTS
RDF-PPS ADVANCEMENT PROGRAMME
TYPE OF PROGRAMME:
Delivery Programme

•
•

•

TARGET AREA:
Sport Advancement
MONITORING ACTIVITY
PROGRAMME/SUPPORT PROVIDED:

DELIVERY PARTNER:
Right Development Foundation

We offered two RDF individuals with essential further support and will offer one more ISP programme for 20-21.

TOTAL PARTICIPANTS
REACHED: 20

SPORT:
Basketball

AVERAGE AGE:
GENDER RATIO (M:F):
16
6:4
MEASURING IMPACT

DIFFERENCE MADE:
•

COSTS INVOLVED:
£2,820 on subsidised
memberships for a group of 20

PPS supported the delivery of the RDF programme by subsidising membership for a group of the most talented
but in need participants.
PPS also facilitated a mentor workshop where a mentor spoke to the whole RDF programme about his real-life
inspirational story, lessons to learn, negative temptations to avoid and how to progress themselves.

SOCIAL IMPACT:

Without the support two things would happen:
1) The participants and their families wouldn’t be able to pay the subscription fees
to take part and therefore couldn’t experience the value of what RDF does for
their development

2)

LOCAL AUTHORITY (IMD):
Barking and Dagenham (5)

Less financial pressure involved in sport
Improved mental health and wellbeing
Sporting environments that are safe and inspiring
More access to training and competition
Increased activity in disadvantaged areas

•
•
•
•
•

RDF would run into financial difficulty if they allowed too many people onto their
programme for free – they have costs to meet

•
Minimised risk of crime and negative temptations
IMPACT & ENGAGEMENT SCORE: 5/5
Read out ‘wider social impact article on this programme:
https://www.performanceplussport.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/05/20-05-05-A-DELIVERY-PARTNER-THE-RIGHT-WAY.pdf

CHIMA DURU
TYPE OF PROGRAMME:
Individual Support Programme (ISP)

TARGET AREA:
Sport Advancement
MONITORING ACTIVITY
PROGRAMME/SUPPORT PROVIDED:

•
•
•

•

•

•

•
•
•

COSTS INVOLVED:

Our partnering organisation Double Jab Boxing Club referred Chima Duru to us for individual support
Chima was a youth offender and got sent to Double Jab instead of prison. After a period of time Chima took to
boxing and is now an aspiring professional
Our support goes towards paying him as a self-employed assistant coach to give him experience and an
opportunity to guide other youngsters – he volunteered 131 hours between November and March (before Covid19 interrupted)
As restrictions were eased Chima setup his own programme (which PPS supported) where he trained a group of 7
young boxers – “Junior Lockdown Champs”. This was essential to keep Chima positive and learning and for the
participants to stay active through the Covid-19 crisis
We then funded Chima’s level 2 gym instructor course.

£1,310 for paid work experience
£500 Level 2 gym instructor
course
£47 on essential equipment
A further £860 on the Junior
Lockdown Champs programme
(which was a separate
programme)

PPS provided 3 mentor meetings throughout the programme

SPORT: Boxing

•

PARTNERING ORGANISATION:
Double Jab Boxing Club, New Cross

AGE: 20

GENDER: Male
ETHNICITY: Black (African, Nigerian)
LIVES: SE London (Catford)
MEASURING IMPACT
DIFFERENCE MADE:
SOCIAL IMPACT:

The programme has given Chima hope as he attempts to advance his boxing career,
professional ambitions and career prospects
By supporting his coaching experience, he setup the “Junior Lockdown Champs”
programme on his own which was beneficial in so many ways
The support will give Chima paid work experience and make him more qualified
Chima himself, the attitude he has and the support we have provided is keeping him
on the right path, and away from a previous negative lifestyle

•

Less financial pressure involved in sport

•
•
•
•
•

Improved mental health and wellbeing
Create more work experience and enhance employability
Increased educational opportunities and training
Minimised risk of crime and negative temptation
More access to training and competition

IMPACT & ENGAGEMENT SCORE: 5/5
Performance Plus Sport UK
www.performanceplussport.co.uk
Charity number: 1182524
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JESSE CLARKSON
TYPE OF PROGRAMME:
Individual Support Programme (ISP)

TARGET AREA:
Sport Advancement
MONITORING ACTIVITY
PROGRAMME/SUPPORT PROVIDED:

•
•
•

•

•

COSTS INVOLVED:

Jesse was referred to us by Reed’s Regional Development Centre as a young, talented tennis player but with
limited financial support
PPS stepped in to offer support in the form of funding for essential individual coaching. We also sourced an
appropriate coach for the job. This would give Jesse the time to work on specifics within his game.
We provided mentor meetings with Jesse to ensure the programme was working and to provide a source of nonfinancial support that will help to guide his development

£650 for individual coaching costs
£68 for membership to the Club
where coaching would take place
£932 on a stringing machine

Following a fundraising event where Jesse demonstrated his skills, we raised funds to purchase a stringing
machine for Jesse’s parents. Their had previously broken and this would save them over £1,000 in re-stringing
costs

SPORT: Tennis

•

PARTNERING ORGANISATION:
Reed’s Regional Development Centre

AGE: 12

GENDER: Male
ETHNICITY: Black (African, Nigerian)
LIVES: S London (Croydon)
MEASURING IMPACT
DIFFERENCE MADE:
SOCIAL IMPACT:

Without our intervention of providing and funding individual coaching, Jesse’s talent may
be left behind his contemporaries who are in a more privileged position
Our support has enabled Jesse to receive the coaching he needs to compete Nationally

•
•
•

Less financial pressure involved in sport
Improved mental health and wellbeing
A fairer playing field for young sportspeople who
want to advance their career

•
More access to training and competition
IMPACT & ENGAGEMENT SCORE: 4/5
Read out ‘wider social impact article on this programme:
https://www.performanceplussport.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/05/20-05-29-FROM-PARK-TO-PRO.pdf

Performance Plus Sport UK
www.performanceplussport.co.uk
Charity number: 1182524
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